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Attorneys Law

Social Media Screenshots
1 message

Natasha Lambright <IambrightnhotmaiI.com>
To: "dwightcohnsIater.com" <dwightcohnsIater.com>
Cc: Dennis Domisiw <dbomisiwl 4yahoo.com>

Good afternoon. Dennis also asked that I screen shot positive posts from Facebook, please see below.

Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Social Media Screenshots 
1 message

Natasha Lambright <lambrightn@hotmail.com> Mon, May 27, 2019 at 2:03 PM
To: "dwight@cohnslater.com" <dwight@cohnslater.com>
Cc: Dennis Domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com>

Good afternoon. Dennis also asked that I screen shot positive posts from Facebook, please see below.  
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Extra Screenshots
1 message

Natasha Lambright <IambrightnhotmaiI.com>
To: dwightcohnsIater.com <dwightcohnsIater.com>

Additional screen shots attached.
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Extra Screenshots 
1 message

Natasha Lambright <lambrightn@hotmail.com> Mon, May 27, 2019 at 3:18 PM
To: "dwight@cohnslater.com" <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Additional screen shots attached. 
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To those that this concerns,

I have lived in Sebring Florida for the past 23 years. In that time I have been employed

as a home health care social worker and as a mental health therapist. In these positions

serviced the co occurring disorders population and the elderly. Both of these

populations have large numbers of patients and clients who suffer from the daily

difficulties of a mental health diagnosis. Therefore, they require an understanding,

compassionate, and educated staff.

Since the majority of ALFs in the Highlands and Hardee County prefer to not accept

patients that have a mental health diagnosis it was difficult to find appropriate care and

placement for these individuals. Fortunately, Magnolia opened, and not only was

willing to, but specialized in this form of care. In larger populations other ALFs may

easily accept patients with these specific diagnosis. It has been my experience that this

is not so in this district. Magnolia has literally been a lifesaver by accepting this specific

group of individuals into their care. Without the continued ability to refer to Magnolia

these people will not be serviced, and will have limited, to no options.

Magnolia serves a vital role in our community and surrounding area. They service a

specialty niche that no other is willing to provide. It is essential they remain open to

ensure the continued success, of those unique people who require the specific care and

guidance, that Magnolia Village provides on a daily basis.



Thank you for taking the time to consider the ramifications of a region deprived of such

an essential component.

In truth and sincerity,

Byron Wickham (MA5MH.)
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Fw: Letter from concerned RN and citizen to whom this may concern 
1 message

dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> Tue, May 28, 2019 at 7:27 PM
Reply-To: dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com>
To: dwight@cohnslater.com

 
 
Dennis Domisiw 
Magnolia Retirement Home, Inc. 
149 Magnolia Avenue 
Sebring, FL 33870 
Office: 863-382-2116 
Fax: 863-382-2117 
Email: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
 
 
--- On Tue, 5/28/19, scott <scott@chapmansconstruction.com> wrote: 
 
> From: scott <scott@chapmansconstruction.com> 
> Subject: Letter from concerned RN and citizen to whom this may concern 
> To: "dbomisiw14@yahoo.com" <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> 
> Cc: "reneeandscottchapman@gmail.com" <reneeandscottchapman@gmail.com> 
> Date: Tuesday, May 28, 2019, 4:58 PM 
>  
>  
>   
>  
>  
>  
>  
> To whom this may concern, 
>  
>  
>  
>      I am Scott Chapman a licensed RN 
> that specializes in psychiatric nursing in home health. I 
> started visiting patients at Magnolia Village over 5 years 
> ago. I have also visited all other assisted living 
> facilities in Highlands County. I am writing this 
>  letter because I am very concerned for the residents that 
> reside at Magnolia Village. It was brought to my attention 
> that those special needs residents will be displaced very 
> soon and according to professionals overseeing this it is of 
> their opinion those 
>  residents will experience no challenges. As a psychiatric 

mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
mailto:scott@chapmansconstruction.com
mailto:scott@chapmansconstruction.com
mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
mailto:reneeandscottchapman@gmail.com
mailto:reneeandscottchapman@gmail.com
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> professional that actually has a professional relationship 
> with most of their residents I must say the idea that moving 
> them locally will be a move with no consequences is wishful 
> thinking. First I 
>  must say it is quite obvious that Magnolia Village needs 
> some work and upkeep. They have endured severe hardships 
> since the last named hurricane that passed through highlands 
> county. 
>  
> It would be ridiculous for me to say they dont need a 
> property improvement plan. I will focus more on what is most 
> important the patients. 
>      I started visiting one patient in 
> particular 5 years ago and realized quick that Magnolia 
> Village has despite their outward appearance a very well ran 
> efficient care plan for their residents. Dennis the Manager 
> and owners son is present almost always 
>  and available by cell phone when hes not physically there. 
> He and his staff fellow their schedule and rusles strictly 
> and expect any professionals that support their residents to 
> do the same. When it came to the staff professionalism and 
> training no other 
>  facility came close. Their communication is leaps and 
> bounds above all other facilities. Most ALF facilities are 
> nothing more than a warehouse for elderly. Money is their 
> priority and if a resident is at all a nuisance they usually 
> look for reasons to either 
>  baker act them or hospitalize them so they can easily 
> remove them as a client. I have seen many of the residents 
> at Magnolia pushed out of other facilities and the truth is 
> most of them were treated that way their entire life. If you 
> really investigate the 
>  length of time those residents have been placed at the 
> Magnolia and consider that most of their clientele are not 
> only the lowing paid clientele but also troublesome type 
> clientele that most facilities aren't equipped to 
> handle. I will reach out to others 
>  and request that your placed residents are followed for one 
> year. I bet that if you truly follow them to determine how 
> safe and appropriate the moves were that you'll find 
> many in  state hospitals or even homeless. It is 
> impossible for you to quantify exactly 
>  how much effort the Magnolia staff spent ensuring their 
> clients were provided for. My actual job was to observe 
> those residents in their environment. I am more than happy 
> to meet and discuss this matter with anyone that can help 
> come to a conclusion that is 
>  best for the residents at magnolia village. If there is a 
> way they can remain at the magnolia village while it is 
> being repaired then that would be best.  
>  
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>  
>  
> Scott Chapman RN 
> 8639913880 
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Fw: Re: Letter from Frank Carulli regarding closing 
1 message

dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> Thu, May 23, 2019 at 9:32 PM
Reply-To: dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com>
To: dwight@cohnslater.com

I was especially moved after reading this letter. 
 
Dennis Domisiw 
Magnolia Retirement Home, Inc. 
149 Magnolia Avenue 
Sebring, FL 33870 
Office: 863-382-2116 
Fax: 863-382-2117 
Email: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
 
 
--- On Wed, 5/22/19, Tim <trabrams13@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
> From: Tim <trabrams13@gmail.com> 
> Subject: Re: Letter from Frank Carulli regarding closing 
> To: "Abrams, Shari" <ShariLA@leeschools.net> 
> Cc: "dbomisiw14@yahoo.com" <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> 
> Date: Wednesday, May 22, 2019, 7:19 AM 
> Fixed a 
> typo, but if I missed any please feel free to fix 😂 
>  
> Sent from my 
> iPhone 
> On May 21, 2019, 
> at 8:47 PM, Abrams, Shari <ShariLA@leeschools.net> 
> wrote: 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> I am typing my Dad, Frank Carulli's letter at his 
> request. He provided me your email. Please let me know that 
> you received this. Thanks!  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> To Whom It May Concern 
>  

mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
mailto:trabrams13@gmail.com
mailto:trabrams13@gmail.com
mailto:ShariLA@leeschools.net
mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
mailto:ShariLA@leeschools.net
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>  
>  
>  
>  
> My name is Frank Carulli and I have been a 
> professional guardian in the state of Florida for over 15 
> years. Over the years I have worked with approximately 30 
> different wards, all with unique situations and 
> needs.  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> Milton Williams was one of my first wards. I have had 
> him since November 2004. He was a difficult ward and 
> consequently was not successful in his first two placements 
> in the Fort Myers area. At the time there was no alternative 
> home that would take Milton. 
>  Fortunately, I found the Magnolia Retirement Home in 
> Sebring, FL where their were professionals willing to take 
> on the challenge of caring for Milton. Initially Milton gave 
> them a hard time, and was actually given a 45 day notice to 
> leave. During that time, 
>  the employees at Magnolia, particularly Dennis,  worked to 
> establish a relationship and worked with Milton. With the 
> hard work of the staff at Magnolia in collaboration with the 
> Polk County FACT Team, they were able to stabilize him and 
> rescind the 45 day 
>  notice to leave. Dennis and the entire staff at Magnolia 
> have never given up on Milton. Because of their hard work, 
> Milton has successfully live at Magnolia for 15 
> years.  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> Now, 15 years later, Milton lives at Magnolia not as a 
> temporary residency but as his home. I asked him recently 
> what he though of his placement and he decided that he likes 
> the area and the place (Sebring) and wants to continue to 
> live there. There is NO facility 
>  in Lee County or the surrounding area that would take 
> Milton with both is psychological (Paranoid Schizophrenic)  
> and physical problems. He has Diabetes and is carefully 
> cared for by the facility and FACT Team. They go above and 
> beyond to take excellent care 
>  of him.  
>  
>  
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>  
>  
>  
> Milton has a Pro-Bono ward of mine for 15 years and I feel 
> that he is in the right place to live out his 
> "best" life. If fact, I am extremely fearful of 
> the consequences and his ability to remain stable 
> psychologically and physically. I am firmly against any 
>  move, and fear that it will be impossible to find another 
> placement for him.  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> Milton is 60 year old black male on Medicare and Social 
> Security receiving less than $800 a month to live. Most 
> places would not accept Milton based on that fact alone. I 
> am sharing all of this with you to beg that you reconsider 
> the closing of Magnolia Retirement 
>  Home. It is my opinion that they have done amazing work 
> with my ward, work that would be unmatched at any other 
> facility if I were even able to find another one willing to 
> take him. If you have any further questions, you can reach 
> me at home at 239-693-0190. 
>  My home address is 12315 Davis Court, Fort Myers, FL 33905. 
> Please do not hesitate to contact me.  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> Sincerely, 
>  
> Frank Carulli 
>  
> Carulli Guardianship  
>  
>  
>  
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Mental Health Resource Center, Inc

Florida Assertive Community Treatment Program (FACT)
200 Avenue K S.E., Suite 3, Winter Haven, FL 33880-4000

(863) 508-2030  Fax: (863) 508-2035 Toll Free: (888) 822-8526

To whom it my concern,

The Winter Haven FACT team works with one hundred mental health clients in the
community. One of the issues faced each day is affordable and safe housing for this
population. An assisted living facility is a low cost and successful structure for many
people with a long term persistent mental health diagnosis such as Schizophrenia.
Access to this level of care is reaching a crisis level. Many of the assisted living facilities
have dropped their limited mental health license. The response of many of the
administrators is that "there is no money in mental health". The facilities FACT has
employed in the past have switched to memory units because they are subsidized.

Magnolia is the only assisted living facility in that community that is still willing to work
with this population. FACT has placed many of the clients in Magnolia over the last 10
years. There has never been an issue of any ill-treatment or neglect to any of the
residents. Without this facility numerous people will lose their safe housing. Many of
these residents will end up in local jails and community hospitals and some will be
readmitted to a State Hospital.

In view of this information, FACT is hoping that the State will reconsider its decision and
allow the necessary time to re -inspect the facility. Our communities and mental health
population cannot afford to lose another facility.

Thank you for your time in this matter.

/
Respectfully

Team Leader and staff
Z" -

L '6' 7/

Accredited by The Joint C6'imthsion
Funded by the Florida
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May21, 2019

Ingrid Hernandez

Director of Clinical SeMces

Florida Home Health

2155 US HWY 27 5.

Sebnng FL, 33870

To whom ft may concern,

I have had the pleasure of knowing Dennis for several years as the Directorof Magnolia Retirement

Iacilfty. In his capacity as Director, I have seen Dennis provide care to his residents needing a service that

Is seldom found and very needed in Highlands county.

At the moment it has come to my attention that his facility may be facing a closure of doors. This

comes to a great concern to our community. The type of patient's Dennis is servicing are not always

welcomed or equipped to be in the other ALF's In our community. With limited resourced I have seen

Magnolia Retirement home do wonders in providing for their residents.

I hope this letter will assist you in reconsidering dosing the doors to this facility that is muth needed in

our community and doing a service well deserved for patients requiring MentaL Health Services.

Since ely,

ingrid Hernan linical Director
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Fw: Magnolia 
1 message

dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> Mon, May 27, 2019 at 2:28 PM
To: "dwight@cohnslater.com" <dwight@cohnslater.com>

 
 

Dennis Domisiw
Magnolia Retirement Home, Inc.
149 Magnolia Avenue
Sebring, FL 33870
Office: 863-382-2116
Fax: 863-382-2117 
Email: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
 
 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: N.j. Patton <npatton705@yahoo.com>
To: Dennis Magnolia ALF <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, May 25, 2019, 3:54:32 PM EDT
Subject: Fw: Magnolia
 
 
 
 
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 
On Saturday, May 25, 2019, 6:56 AM, Nancy Patton <nancy.patton@amedisys.com> wrote:

 
 
Dear Sir/Madame, 
 
 
  My name is Nancy Jane Patton, however, my community knows me as Janie Patton. I am a Nurse that
travels in our community and see's pts in their homes. I am writing you today because we are in jeopardy of
loosing a staple in our community. Magnolia Retirement Home is a place that serves our conutys most
under servered. The people that live there are all born with one or more mental illness, and some has
several secondary illnesses. Most have come to call Magnolia home because their loved ones have either
died themselves or they are no longer capable of caring for them as needed.. Magnolia is the only home
some of these residents have ever known.  As a Nurse I would like to share with you the care Dennis and
his staff provide to the people that live there. I have been to every ALF/Nursing Home in our community and
while some of these other facilities have a few staff members that truly care and attend to the residents
needs promptly; Dennis and his staff all go above and beyound each and everyday. Magnolia truly is a
Family. If a resident is sick anywhere else they must get up and go to the dinnig room or be forced to pay
for their meal delviered.  Magnolia does this service like its a natural responce with compassion and care. If
a Resident is unhappy with their roommate, Dennis and his staff work to try and dissolve any differences
the individuals may have (just as you would with your own children) If this doesnt work then he gladly
changes their room. However, they continue to work towards dissolving those differemces and majority of
the time I have personally seen residents who stated they "Hate" each other come to be friends.  If there is

https://maps.google.com/?q=149+Magnolia+Avenue+Sebring,+FL+33870+Office+:+863&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=149+Magnolia+Avenue+Sebring,+FL+33870+Office+:+863&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=149+Magnolia+Avenue+Sebring,+FL+33870+Office+:+863&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=149+Magnolia+Avenue+Sebring,+FL+33870+Office+:+863&entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
mailto:npatton705@yahoo.com
mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS
mailto:nancy.patton@amedisys.com
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a promblem with a room a resident lives in I have always been impressed at how quickly Dennis has the
issue resolved.   I can not stress enough the importance of Magnolia in our community, not just for the
compassion they show and give but because somewhere in Highlands County right now; there is a person
whos schizophrenic, or has a severe Adult antisocial disorder, or Borderline personaility disorder etc. and
this person still lives lives at home with their frail parents whos time is coming near. Once their parents die
they understandably grieve and it feels as though their whole world as crashed. In some ways it has,
however, again Dennis and his staff take them in and provide the love and care they desperatly need.  With
time I have seen some of the most withdrawn individulas at Magnolia come out of their shell and begin to
function with the others in the facility because they feel Safe, they feel Loved, and they feel Wanted.
Magnolia may not have the resorces other facilites have but Dennis and his staff all go above abd beyond
and manage to get things done.  I have seen Dennis working tirelessly on keeping Magnolia safe, finding
ways to make sure repairs are completed and doing what is in the best insterest of his residents. I have also
seen our own home town news paper over look the work Dennis and his staff have completed and instead
of sharing this with Haighlands county on a follow up story they run a nonsence story in  the papers that
show defincies from a different ALF with Magnolias picture giving our community the wrong image of
Magnolia. I understand this is irrelevant, however, what is not irrelevant is the fact that each and everyone
of the residents at Magnolia all receive care that is second to none. They are terrifed of loosing their home. I
respectfully beg you to not close Magnolias door but to consider coming along side the community at large
and help to save this beautiful staple in our community. Many local businesses have joined us in helping to
save this place because they realize as we in the medical feild do just how important Magnolia is. 
 
Sincerely, 
Janie Patton LPN, Hospice Nurse, Feild Nurse. 
 

 
*** NOTICE--The attached communication contains privileged and confidential information. If you are not
the intended recipient, DO NOT read, copy, or disseminate this communication. Non-intended recipients are
hereby placed on notice that any unauthorized disclosure, duplication, distribution, or taking of any action in
reliance on the contents of these materials is expressly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please delete this information in its entirety and contact the Amedisys Privacy Hotline at 1-866-518-
6684. Also, please immediately notify the sender via e-mail that you have received this communication in
error. *** 
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To whom it may concern,

My name is Michael Sanders. I was born and raised in the Highlands County area. Through most of my

adult life I have worked in mental health. As ai RN I worked in an inpatient hospital setting, as well as in
psychiatric home health. Later I continued my education as an Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner

(ARNP), Board Certified in Psychiatry. Currently, I am employed in an outpatient practice serving the

adult mental health population in the much-underserved area of Highlands County, Florida.

As I have spent many years in this community, I have continued to see an increase in need for those with
mental illness, especially those with severe chronic illness that are unable to live independently. During
that same time period I have also seen a decrease in services. Over the years I have noted the local

hospital close their inpatient unit as well as an outpatient clinic. Several assisted living facilities that
housed chronic mentally ill persons shut their doors, and multiple individual providers moved out of the

area.

When I worked in the hospital setting. I would see first- hand the difficulty that our case managers had
in placing those patients with chronic mental illness. Your typical facility will not except this type of
patient due to lack of finances and many times the unpredictable behaviors that these folks display due
to their illness.

Currently in Highlands County, Magnolia Retirement Home is the only assisted living facility that

provides services to Chronic mentally ill patients. I have treated patients for many years at Magnolia

Home, first as an RN, and later, as a Psychiatric ARNP. I have seen first-hand the value they

provide to their residents, as well as to the community at large. Any one that may say something
negative regarding this facility most likely has never worked with people with chronic mental illness, and

lacks understanding of how difficult this population can be to care for. I will also say, that during my

many years of interaction with these patients I have not had any reports of poor care or mistreatment

by the facility.

I am thankful for this facility and what they offer to both people with chronic mental illness, and to the
general community. Because If the current facility were no longer servicing this community, there may
be very negative consequences for the residents and community citizens. This is the population that no

one cares about, these are the folks that will be living on the street, probably ending up in the criminal

justice system, because in this area, there really are not adequate services to assist them.

Should you have any additional questions or wish to speak with me, please do not hesitate to call.

Respectfully,

Michael Sanders ARNP, BC -Psychiatry

License

Florida Psychiatric Associates.

(863) 202-5154



Sherri Lynn Anglin

Tn County Human Services

(Meadowbrook Officel

1409 Meadowbrook Avenue

Lakeland. Florida 33803

Phone: 863) 709-8543

Fax; (863 688-2520

Dear ACHA and all those concerned,

I have been familiar with Magnolia as well as Dennis Domisiw and his assistant Natasha since the end of 201 I when
I first came to Sebring. They provide a valuable service to our community and the mostly overlooked Severely
Persistently Mentally Ill population. Without Dennis and Magnolia these patientswould be out on the streets
without medications probably committing crimes to get money for food or cigarettes. The lack of compassion for
the mentally III in this part of the State is appalling. Then the government seems to go after the few places that try
to help them. Dennis has to perform miracles with minuscule amounts of money. 1 -le is the last ALF that will take
care of this population with Highlands Village, Southern Oaks, and Orange Blossom already closed down. 1 can
probably even see why they were shut down. However, Dennis has a clean well run facility. He may have had
some delay on getting his roof fixed after Irma, but I lived in one of the nicest neighborhoods in town and we still
had houses without their roofs fixed as well. He completed all the necessary repairs and various groups from the
community who respect and appreciate his hard work and the great contribution that he and Magnolia make to the
community have come out and joined together to help him. It is very short sighted to look at a little bad publicity
initiates by disgruntled former employees that did not meet his standards to continue to work there, as the
consensus of our community. Magnolia and Dennis are held in very high esteem by the medical personnel who had

the privilege of providing care to the patients who were lucky enough to live there and not be homeless on the
street with no roof over their head, no food, no medication no health care or psychiatric services. He should be
receiving the Highlands Country Humanitarian of the Year Award not being hassled by government agencies when
he is just trying to do good and take care of a forgotten population. It is with all my being and concern for the
mentally ill of Highland5 County that you start working with Dennis to see how we Can save Magnolia and not
displace these patients and let Dennis continue to take care of them rather than uproot them and close the last
remaining ALF that wants them and can care for them in Highlands County.

Thank You So Much,

Sherri Lynn Aug
APRN, PMHN P -BC
Tn-County Human Services



May 19, 2019

To whom it may concern, 

I have known Dennis Domisiw for 5 ½ years.  I am a Physician Assistant and work for Advent Health. I am 
one of the medical providers that sees residents at Magnolia Retirement Center on a weekly basis for 
their medical needs since November 2013.

I have been a P.A. for 31 years and have worked in many settings over the years. Magnolia has been my 
favorite facility to visit.  A lot of that is because of Dennis and Natasha, who both have been there since I 
started visiting. The residents at Magnolia are who I call “the forgotten”. Most are mentally ill. They 
either don’t have a family or their family cannot or will not take care of them.  They are not able to work 
and have no financial resources. Without Magnolia, they would be on the street, or in jail, or worse. 
They most certainly would not be taking their needed medications on a daily basis to keep them stable.

Dennis is very smart, kind, and giving. He loves people and has loved what he does since I have known 
him. He takes great pride in taking care of his residents. At the same time, he also takes great pride in 
running his family owned business with the highest integrity. He keeps updated with the laws, rules and 
regulations of his profession and always follows them strictly. I know I can ask him the regulations and 
laws and he can always give me the correct answers. I have admired how he never takes shortcuts or 
goes around the rules. 

I have gotten to know him as a friend as well. He is very curious and loves to gain more knowledge every 
day about everything. We have had many conversations through the years about many subjects. He is 
fun loving, yet always respectful of everyone he knows. I have watched him become an amazing father. 
He has taken that role so seriously and has gone above and beyond being the best dad he can be. He has 
allowed the residents to get to know his daughter as she has grown up there. He is passionate about his 
whole family.

He is also an advocate for his residents. I have seen him very passionate about them as well. My whole 
family and I went to Magnolia for Christmas one year to sing carols and pass out goodies. My grown kids 
still have fond memories of that. They remember Dennis well because they found him to be a warm and 
generous person. Our visit meant a lot to Dennis too, we still talk about it. I have seen Dennis tear up 
when talking about his residents on occasion, and I have seen him fight for his residents on other 
occasions.

I have seen some of the residents of Magnolia in skilled nursing facilities when they first got out of the 
hospital for different reasons, and they always wanted to go back to Magnolia as soon as possible. They 
really do consider Magnolia to be their home and love it there. They don’t have great expectations of 
fancy material things, they just want to be treated as human beings with respect. They are given that 
there. There will always be potential emotional melt downs, but Dennis and Natasha are very skilled and 
well trained in how to talk to the residents and diffuse the situation. 



I don’t think most people have any clue how difficult being the administrator of this kind of facility can 
be. My heart breaks to see how the press and previous employees have portrayed Dennis this past year. 
Unfortunately, mental illness has ravaged our world these days. We hear about it almost daily on the 
news. Dennis and Natasha are doing a great work at Magnolia.  I am proud to see what they have done 
and know they have probably prevented further tragedy in the past years. 

If it wasn’t for Magnolia, where would these people go?

Sincerely,

Tina McLean, Physician Assistant - Certified



 

 

Appendix 

C 



To Whom It May Concern,

Regarding the Magnolia Retirement Home, my brother Steve is a resident and

because of magnolia we can create a safe space for him to live. Without magnolia

due to the increasingly large cost associated with retirement care and limited

providers within my brother's Insurance network, my elderly father would be

forced to care for my indigent brother Steve. We do not have the skills or means

to properly give Steve the care he deserves, and We are afraid that if magnolia

were no longer able to provide their services, we would not be able to find an

option that could suit my brother's needs.

Sincerely

Andrew Matovich.

 

To Whom It May Concern,  

 

Regarding the Magnolia Retirement Home, my brother Steve is a resident and 

because of magnolia we can create a safe space for him to live. Without magnolia 

due to the increasingly large cost associated with retirement care and limited 

providers within my brother’s Insurance network, my elderly father would be 

forced to care for my indigent brother Steve. We do not have the skills or means 

to properly give Steve the care he deserves, and We are afraid that if magnolia 

were no longer able to provide their services, we would not be able to find an 

option that could suit my brother’s needs.   

 

Sincerely  

Andrew Matovich.  
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Administrator Dennis Domisiw

Magnolia Retirement Home

149 Magnolia Avenue

Sebring, Florida 33870

To Whom It May Concern:

My brother, Wayne L. Davis, has been a resident of the Magnolia Retirement Home Ibr
the last 10 or 11 years. He frmerly suffered from Schizophrenia with delusions. He has also had
long periods of instability due to his mental health issues, as well as many other health problems
such as heart problems.

Magnolia Retirement Home has been a beacon of light in my brother's life. They have literally
been his savior. This episode in his life has been the most stable period in his life by far. He is
happy in this current environment. He speaks highly of the center, and has made many friends at
Magnolia. I would be most disappointed if he would have to he removed from the safe haven of
the Magnolia Retirement Home.

He takes many medications on a daily basis, and without his medications he would resort
back to his previous incarnation. Magnolia Retirement Home has been diligent in making sure
that he always takes his medications correctly, every single day. I don't know what would have
happened to him without the stability of the Magnolia Retirement home in Sebring, Florida. I

in knowing that he has safe and secure these many years at Magnolia. If he were
to lose this place that he now resides in, I would fear for his on -going safety.

I live in Tampa, Florida. I am 70 years of age and disabled with many debilitating,
medical problems such as COPD, and Prostate Cancer to name a few. I am surviving, but I have
no way of continuing with my own health problems if I would have to look out for my brother
Wayne. I don't think that the disabled are able to look after the other disabled properly, in any
manner.

We talk over the telephone every day. I have never heard him happier, and more lucid
than he is at this present time. He is doing the best that he has ever done. If this Home is
shuttered, my Brother Wayne's life, my sister's life, and my own life would never be the same
again. We would be in constant fear for his future. I also suffer fromanxiety, and depression. I
don't need any episodes of worly. I love my brother dearly. Please keep this safe haven open for
everyone's sake and safety.

Respectfully submitted by,

Aiphonsa Davis
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May 20, 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
 My name is Amy Green.  I am writing this letter on behalf of my sister, Cathy Brown.  
Cathy is a resident of Magnolia Assisted Living Facility (“Magnolia”).  My sister suffers from 
epilepsy.  She has been a resident of Magnolia for several years.  They have been diligent in her 
care since she arrived.  She gets disability from the State, although it is not much.  If the facility 
gets shut down, the closest place possible for my sister to go will be in Lakeland, Florida as she 
can not afford the other facilities in Highlands County.  I take her to her doctor’s appointments 
whenever possible.  If she is moved to Lakeland I will not be able to do this anymore.  Cathy was 
recently in the hospital for almost 3 weeks then moved to a rehabilitation center for another 3 
weeks due to complications from having her teeth removed in January.  The staff at Magnolia were 
very attentive and efficient in caring for her between the teeth extraction and her admittance into 
the hospital.  They take very good care of her and she told the doctor in the hospital that she was 
looking forward to getting back to Magnolia.  Please do not shut this facility down as there will be 
a lot of people out of a home. 
 
 
 Thank you. 
 
 
 
        Sincerely, 
 
 
 
        Amy Green 
        Sister of Cathy Brown, Resident of 
        Magnolia Assisted Living Facility 
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5/22/19

To Whom it may concern,

I am writing this letter in support for the continued operation of the Magnolia Retirement

Home Inc. at 149 Magnolia Ave. Sebring Fl. 33870.

My wife & I are residents of The Palms of Sebring Assisted Living apartments across from
Magnolia Retirement Home. We have a Son living at Magnolia Facility having lived there for 5 1/2

years. He has lived at five other assisted living places prior to his residing at Magnolia. They

have been in Florida at various locations. Most of the previous were of a poorer condition than
the Magnolia Home. Our son Gary is on a limited monthly budget. For that reason, it is hard to
find, in Florida, a care home affordable to meet his income level. He is covered with both

Medicaid & Medicare Health care coverage.

His residing at Magnolia has been a significant plus living near us & helping us in our later years.

We also believe his living at Magnolia has been sufficient for his & living conditions. Gary is a

responsible person & takes care of his area very well.

We appreciate your attention to this important matter & we ask you to give serious

consideration for its continued operation.

Thank You

Sincerely, Eugene & Pauline McEndree

Parents of Gary McEndree fLL hi



5/28/2019 Cohn Slater, P.A. Mail - Fw: Magnolia Retirement Home
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Fw: Magnolia Retirement Home 
1 message

dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> Tue, May 28, 2019 at 7:59 AM
Reply-To: dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com>
To: dwight@cohnslater.com

 
 
Dennis Domisiw 
Magnolia Retirement Home, Inc. 
149 Magnolia Avenue 
Sebring, FL 33870 
Office: 863-382-2116 
Fax: 863-382-2117 
Email: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
 
 
--- On Tue, 5/28/19, Brenda dreessen <johnbrendadreessen@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
> From: Brenda dreessen <johnbrendadreessen@gmail.com> 
> Subject: Magnolia Retirement Home 
> To: "dbomisiw14@yahoo.com" <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> 
> Date: Tuesday, May 28, 2019, 7:50 AM 
> To whom it 
> concerns, 
> We are writing 
> to you as a testimony to our support of Magnolia Retirement 
> Home.  Elaine Dreessen, my sister, has lived in Sebring 
> since childhood.  She was not diagnosed with mental health 
> issues until after my mother passed away in 2000.  Elaine 
> requires significant support/ guidance to stay on track with 
> essential daily activities.   Since 12/28/12 Magnolia 
> Retirement Home has been that source of support and 
> guidance.  We are not able to see Elaine often but when we 
> do she has always been content and has developed a community 
> of relationships.  Like most people more important than the 
> physical building we live in it is the key relationships we 
> find essential.  The administration, Dennis Domisiw and 
> care givers are key to Elaine’s wellbeing.  Change is one 
> of the most challenging things for people with mental health 
> issues.  Finding a new community will not only be very 
> challenging due to Elaine’s small SSD/Medicaid allotment, 
> but the loss of community will be devasting to her emotional 
> and psychological wellbeing. In fact, when Elaine came to 
> Magnolia Retirement Home her check was not enough, but the 
> administration figured out how to make it work.  We have 

mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
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5/28/2019 Cohn Slater, P.A. Mail - Fw: Magnolia Retirement Home
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> seen the administration make consistent physical changes to 
> the facility over the 7 years Elaine has been a resident, 
> but never at the cost of the residents.  Unfortunately, the 
> media has pointed Magnolia Retirement Home’s deficits 
> while leaving their human caring for the least out of the 
> equation.   We appeal to the courts to not close the doors 
> but to extend time to allow Magnolia Retirement Home to meet 
> the requirements needed 
>  
> John and 
> Brenda Dreessen407-247-1456 



5/28/2019 Cohn Slater, P.A. Mail - Fw: Closure

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=3eb82ac888&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1634376795338235413&simpl=msg-f%3A16343767953… 1/1

Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Fw: Closure 
1 message

dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> Thu, May 23, 2019 at 9:59 PM
Reply-To: dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com>
To: dwight@cohnslater.com

 
 
Dennis Domisiw 
Magnolia Retirement Home, Inc. 
149 Magnolia Avenue 
Sebring, FL 33870 
Office: 863-382-2116 
Fax: 863-382-2117 
Email: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
 
 
--- On Thu, 5/23/19, JandE Helenius <heleniusfamily@yahoo.com> wrote: 
 
> From: JandE Helenius <heleniusfamily@yahoo.com> 
> Subject: Closure 
> To: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
> Date: Thursday, May 23, 2019, 10:24 AM 
>  
> Dear Dennis, 
>  
> It was a shock to learn the State is 
> moving forward with closure of your facility.  David is 
> so happy to call Magnolia home and as you know, change is 
> very difficult for him.  Not only will tit be difficult 
> to find placement somewhere else in the State for him, but 
> we just moved in the past 30 days to be close to visit him 
> at great cost for us. 
>  
> Your facility has been wonderful to and 
> for David and we sincerely hope and pray the State of 
> Florida reconsiders their actions. 
>  
> Sincerely, Jay and Ellen Helenius  
>  
>  
> Sent from my iPhone 

mailto:dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
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5/22/2019 Cohn Slater, P.A. Mail - Fw:
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Fw: 
1 message

dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> Tue, May 21, 2019 at 3:52 PM
Reply-To: dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com>
To: dwight@cohnslater.com

 
 
Dennis Domisiw 
Magnolia Retirement Home, Inc. 
149 Magnolia Avenue 
Sebring, FL 33870 
Office: 863-382-2116 
Fax: 863-382-2117 
Email: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
 
 
--- On Mon, 5/20/19, Jan Hyde <janhyde10@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
> From: Jan Hyde <janhyde10@gmail.com> 
> Subject:  
> To: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
> Date: Monday, May 20, 2019, 5:39 PM 
> To whom it may concern I have a 
> relative that lives at magnolia thank you Janice HydeSebring 
> Florida before she came there we had tried to find other 
> places to deal with her medical issues that she has going on 
> nobody in Tampa with take her so we found magnolia this 
> place has been really good to her they keep her up-to-date 
> on everything that she needs eye doctors doctors anymore she 
> needs to go Dennis runs a great place I hate to see that it 
> is going through all of this and they have to relocate the 
> residents it is going to be so hard on my cousin to get used 
> to another place when she has stores thrift stores anything 
> she wants in the area and can walk to these places it has 
> been really great in teaching her to do stuff and try to get 
> her on her own I just hope all of this situation will be 
> resumed soon and this place will stay open  Janice 
> Hyde 
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5/22/2019 Cohn Slater, P.A. Mail - Fw: Good Morning
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Fw: Good Morning 
1 message

dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> Mon, May 20, 2019 at 5:15 PM
To: "dwight@cohnslater.com" <dwight@cohnslater.com>

 
 

Dennis Domisiw
Magnolia Retirement Home, Inc.
149 Magnolia Avenue
Sebring, FL 33870
Office: 863-382-2116
Fax: 863-382-2117 
Email: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com
 
 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Nancy Petrelli <rudnan0933@gmail.com>
To: Dennis Domisiw <DBOMISIW14@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2019, 12:07:57 PM EDT
Subject: Good Morning
 
Dennis:  I am trying to absorb the news of your legal problems and you said it would be great to write a letter regarding
this situation as it applies to my son Mark T. Peney who is a resident at Magnolia Retirement Home.  I am happy to write
this letter that you can present to the court.
 
Since time is of the essence, I am sending this through E mail rather than regular mail.
 
Mark arrived a few months back and it took a while for him to settle in to his new home.  He is 63 and suffers from
schizophrenia which he has had for many years.
 
Recently he started to change from his initial fears of a new location for him.  He seems happier and now this situation
may change him again.  As you can appreciate it is difficult to find another place if this legal situation ends up in him
having to find another home.
 
I am so satisfied with Magnolia for his new home, good food and making some new friends.I do have a friend in Port
Charlotte who periodically visits Mark and my comments on Magnolia are hers as well.  Especially important is the
Manager Dennis who has worked hard to calm Mark's fears and make him feel at ease and once again to enjoy his
music.  Communication regarding Mark with Dennis is handled efficiently and often and I consider it topnotch.
 
I will pray that this legal situation is settled and Mark can continue enjoying his fairly new home.  Life has been unkind to
him in suffering with schizophrenia but Magnolia Retirement has eased his mind and mine if he can continue to live there.
 
In closing, I am his 85 year old Mother who lives in Arizona and can't travel to see Mark.  Thank you for listening and
hopefully the outcome will be favorable.
 
                                                                     Sincerely
 
                                                                    Nancy Petrelli
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May 17, 2019

To whom it may concern:

I have learned that there is a possibility that Magnolia Retirement Home license to
operate may not be renewed. It's closing would require that our son, Stephen Matovich
be relocated to another Assisted Living Facility.

I know of no other facility in this area that would be willing to provide the same
understanding of Steve's mental disability. The Staff at Magnolia has shown very
professional handling of his needs and behavior along with supervision of his daily
medications.

Steve has been living at Magnolia since June of 2011. Prior to that he lived at Balmoral
Assisted Living in Lake Placid, FL. After a time, I was told that Steve did not "fit in" at
Balmoral and he was abruptly discharged. The Management at Magnolia accepted Steve
at a time when other facilities would not.

The limited financial assistance Steve receives is also factor when considering
care facilities, most likely twice the amount of his income. Again, assuming he would
even be accepted.

I have been able to visit with Steve twice a week here in Sebring. If he were to move
out of this area, visitation would be very difficult for me.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely, Robert Matovich



5/22/2019 Cohn Slater, P.A. Mail - Fw: Pete Galle
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Dwight Slater <dwight@cohnslater.com>

Fw: Pete Galle 
1 message

dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com> Tue, May 21, 2019 at 3:51 PM
Reply-To: dennis domisiw <dbomisiw14@yahoo.com>
To: dwight@cohnslater.com

 
 
Dennis Domisiw 
Magnolia Retirement Home, Inc. 
149 Magnolia Avenue 
Sebring, FL 33870 
Office: 863-382-2116 
Fax: 863-382-2117 
Email: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
 
 
--- On Mon, 5/20/19, Ursula <ducuffel@verizon.net> wrote: 
 
> From: Ursula <ducuffel@verizon.net> 
> Subject: Pete Galle 
> To: dbomisiw14@yahoo.com 
> Date: Monday, May 20, 2019, 6:04 PM 
> Hi 
> Dennis,I am 
> happy to provide you with the following: 
> To Whom It 
> May Concern: 
> My name is 
> Ursula Cuffel and I live in Tampa.    My brother, 
> Peter Galle, has been a resident at Magnolia Home for many 
> years and is very happy and content there.   Dennis and 
> the staff  are very compassionate and caring which I 
> find very comforting and I know Pete appreciates.  I 
> have visited there numerous times over the years and in fact 
> was just there recently.  On that visit I asked Pete 
> how he was feeling since I know he doesn't like any kind 
> of change or disruption from his routine, and he told me 
> that he liked living there and felt very comfortable and I 
> shouldn't worry about him.  Him saying that means a 
> lot to me, knowing he is happy with his 
> surroundings.  I have been very pleased 
> with the improvements that have been made and with the over 
> all appearance and operations of the facility.  To 
> relocate Pete would not only be difficult and a burden on 
> myself, but would be an emotional, unsettling experience for 
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5/22/2019 Cohn Slater, P.A. Mail - Fw: Pete Galle
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> my brother.   I hope all efforts are being made to 
> avoid uprooting Pete, and the other residents. 
>    
> Thank 
> you,Ursula 
> cuffel 
>  
> Sent from my iPad 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been furnished via 
electronic mail to Chief Appellate Counsel for the Agency, Tracy Lee Cooper 
George, Esq., Agency for Health Care Administration, Office of the General 
Counsel, 2727 Mahan Dr., MS #3, Tallahassee, FL 32308, at 
tracy.george@ahca.myflorida.com, on this 29th day of May 2019.   

  

  /s/ [Dwight O. Slater]     
Dwight O. Slater 
Counsel for Magnolia 
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